Abstract. Activity theory is based on the concept of tools mediating between subjects and objects. In this theory, an individual's creative interaction with his or her surroundings can result in the production of tools. When an individual's mental processes are exteriorized in the form of tools -termed objectification -they become more accessible to other people and are therefore useful for social interaction. This paper shows how our understanding of activity theory has shaped our design philosophy for groupware and how we have applied it. Our design philosophy and practice is exemplified by a description of the BUILD-IT system. This is an Augmented Reality system we developed to enhance group work; it is a kind of graspable groupware which supports cooperative planning. The system allows a group of people, co-located around a table, to interact, by means of physical bricks, with models in a virtual three-dimensional (3D) setting. Guided by task analysis, a set of specific tools for different 3D planning and configuration tasks was implemented as part of this system. We investigate both physical and virtual tools. These tools allow users to adjust model height, viewpoint, and scale of the virtual setting. Finally, our design practice is summarized in a set of design guidelines. Based on these guidelines, we reflect on our own design practice and the usefulness of activity theory for design.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to explain and illustrate our design philosophy for developing graspable groupware. Our philosophy is based mainly on the concepts of tools and exteriorization found in Leont'ev's (1978 Leont'ev's ( , 1981 ) and Engeström's (1990 Engeström's ( , 1996 work on activity theory. Our practice rests on Bødker's (1991) and Kaptelinin's (1996) work, where they apply activity theory to human-computer interaction. In our construction of a system we employed a recent technology called Augmented Reality (AR). Before we began to develop the system, we studied users needs by employing task analysis methodology.
According to Leont'ev, not only is activity shaped by physical surroundings, activity in turn shapes the surroundings. When activity shapes those surroundings what happens is that internal mental activity materializes into artifacts. This process of turning mental activity into an object or objectification is what Leont'ev called exteriorization. While it is obvious that for any individual the moment of exteriorization is an important step in his or her creative design activity, it is perhaps less obvious that this is a crucial step in making ideas accessible to others. From this perspective exteriorization is an important social moment which supports mutual understanding in a collective creative design process.
In our design philosophy we take account of the physical and social surroundings as well as the physical and mental faculties of human beings. We draw on Bødker's (1991) and Kaptelinin's (1996) work as a basis for our design process. While we do not consider aspects of human consciousness and emotionality in human development, we note the possible connection between these aspects and human-computer interaction (Nardi, 1996b) .
A vital part of our design philosophy is the tradition of AR, which enriches natural communication with virtual features. Backed up by activity theory and the usage of AR, we developed groupware for layout planning and configuration tasks; this groupware is called the BUILD-IT system (Rauterberg et al., 1997a (Rauterberg et al., , 1997b (Rauterberg et al., , 1998 Fjeld et al., 1998a Fjeld et al., , 1998b Fjeld et al., , 1998c Fjeld et al., , 1999a Fjeld et al., , 1999b Fjeld et al., , 2000 Fjeld et al., , 2001 Fjeld, 2001) . This system enables end-users, grouped around a table, to cooperate in the active design of a virtual setting, thus supporting co-located, instead of distributed, interaction. The multi-user functionality of BUILD-IT overcomes a serious drawback often seen with computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) systems, namely that they are based on single-user applications 1 (Grudin, 1988) . We believe that co-location is an indispensable factor for the early stages of a complex planning process. Input and output, however, can be prepared and further developed offline, using a conventional Computer-Aided Design (CAD) system. Other major projects where graspable groupware was constructed to support planning processes are the metaDESK and the Environment and Discovery Collaboratory (EDC) (Arias et al., 2000) .
Section 2 introduces our theoretical background, which stems from activity theory; we discuss concepts such as tools, objectification and collective action regulation. The difference between goal-directed pragmatic action and exploratory epistemic action is emphasized. Section 3 describes our design philosophy in terms of AR. Task analysis and the incorporation of both physical and virtual tools are two methods which we show to emerge naturally out of our design philosophy. Section 4 demonstrates how our design philosophy was used to develop the groupware called BUILD-IT. Our design philosophy is subsequently applied to the design of tools for graspable groupware. We describe the basic principles of human interaction with graspable tools and show how such tools are developed according to the results of task analysis, whereby we focus on the challenges and problems we encountered. In Section 5, the benefits of activity theory for groupware design are discussed and a set of design guidelines is outlined.
The concept of tools in activity theory
To provide a theoretical background, we show how our understanding of activity theory has shaped our goals and the design process of AR groupware. First, our account of the tool concept and objectification is given. Then, collective action regulation is explained. Finally, we introduce two types of complete action regulation cycles for goal-directed pragmatic action and for exploratory epistemic action.
TOOLS AND OBJECTIFICATIONS
In the most general sense, activity means a subject's interaction with his or her surroundings. Modern activity theory originated from Soviet cultural-historical psychology (Vygotsky, 1978; Leont'ev, 1978 Leont'ev, , 1981 , which in turn is rooted in both eighteenth and nineteenth century classical German philosophy -from Hegel's idealism to the historical materialism of Marx and Engels, in which the concept of activity was extensively elaborated. These roots are quite unfamiliar to most AngloAmerican readers and have therefore been partly neglected (Kuutti, 1996) . Yet, Engeström (1991) claims that activity theory today is transcending these origins, becoming truly international and multidisciplinary. Two results of this development are Engeström and Middleton (1996) and Nardi (1996a) .
Fundamental to modern activity theory is the idea that the development of thoughts and cognitive activity requires social interaction and exchange with a physical environment. Via the process of internalization, social interaction turns into mental activity. Handling ever more abstract objects and concepts is part of an individual's cognitive development. Nevertheless, the physical environment remains important, since it is used for the externalization of thoughts and as external memory. This is particularly important for the abstract planning and configuration tasks we focus on in this paper.
Individuals are confronted with tasks that life puts in front of them and they use artifacts as tools or create tools out of their understanding. These tools then become part of the cultural context of other people. A tool mediates an activity, thereby connecting a human being, not only to the world of objects -his or her physical surroundings -but also to other human beings. At the same time the use of a tool appropriates the collective experience of humanity embodied in that tool (Leont'ev, 1982) . In this sense we view the developmental processes of human beings, their physical surroundings and social culture as co-evolutionary. As Engeström (1991) puts it: "The idea is that humans can control their own behavior -not 'from the inside', on the basis of biological urges, but from the outside, using and creating artifacts". For planning activities Engeström's idea has been applied to artifacts and tools, resulting in sketches, documents, and three-dimensional (3D) objects or devices.
(At this point in our research process, we view Engeström's artifacts and tools as corresponding to Leont'ev's (1978) objectifications of physical nature.) Hacker et al. (1998) describe the importance of grasping design ideas by sketching and by low-cost prototyping. Such methods may help to achieve design results in a faster and better way than by using abstract design processes. Physical interaction handles, for instance bricks (Fitzmaurice et al., 1995) , can be seen as physical devices for exteriorization in a planning process.
To illustrate the tradition of tool development in activity theory, a historic example might be of interest. In the historical collection of the ETH library, we found that mathematicians of the eighteenth century (Diderot and D'Alembert, 1778 ) employed a variety of physical tools 2 ( Figure 1 ). Modern mathematics has become even more an abstract field of study.
However, the view of tools presented above can also impose some limitations on the potential applications of activity theory. In Virtual Reality (VR) "the border between a tool and reality is rather unclear; information technology can provide the user not only with representations of objects of reality but also with a sort of reality as such, which does not obviously represent anything else and is intended to be just one more environment with which the individual interacts" (Kaptelinin, 1996, p. 64) . This unclear border is a problem VR presents to activity theory; it might be solved by enriching activity theory's basic principles with new ideas from cultural-historical traditions or other approaches for studying the use of artifacts.
One answer may be found in the distributed cognition approach, in which internal and external representations of artifacts are examined (Flor and Hutchins, 1991; Hutchins 1991) . As in activity theory, this approach describes how we may take advantage of artifacts designed by others in collaborative manipulation. Compared with activity theory, "distributed cognition has taken most seriously the study of persistent structures, especially artifacts" (Nardi, 1996c, p. 85) . However, the two closely related frameworks show one distinct difference. In activity theory artifacts mediate human thought and human behavior and there is no intrinsic symmetry between people and their tools. Based on the 19th century debates on epistemology and on what a human being is, gaining knowledge can be seen as an individual process, a process of knowing, which can only take place in an individual. In contrast, distributed cognition puts people and things at the same level; they are both 'agents' in a system (Nardi, 1996c, p. 86) . Hence, the distributed cognition approach ignores the faculties of human beings not found within computers, like motive, emotionality, and consciousness. It also ignores for computers their non-human traits, namely their ability to execute programs in a precise and predictable manner. By focusing on a common capability of humans and computers, much is lost on both sides.
Another answer is found in Bødker's (1996, pp. 151-152) characterization of the different focuses in the use activity:
• The physical aspects -support for operations toward the computer application as a physical object. The physical aspects are the conditions for the physical handling of the artifact. . . . • The handling aspects -support for operations toward the computer application. . . . The handling aspects are the conditions for transparency of the artifact that allow the user to focus on the 'real' objects and subjects of the activity. . . . • The subject/object-directed aspects -the conditions for operations directed toward objects or subjects that we deal with 'in' the artifact or through the artifact. . . . In our work we understand the physical aspects as how to use the hardware to operate the groupware, the handling aspects as how to operate the groupware, and the subject/object-directed aspects as how to use groupware to solve a task.
Bødker talks about 'real' objects and subjects of the activity. Working with VR, the object of the activity is represented by a virtual world. What a subject situated within that virtual world would see, is represented by a virtual viewpoint. By interpreting the term 'real' in the handling aspects as 'virtual', we may overcome the limitations pointed out by Kaptelinin (1996) , i.e. we may clearly define the border between tool and reality. This interpretation takes on particular importance when we develop our so-called navigation methods (Section 4.3.3), which are purely based on the handling aspects. In a more general way, we will use all three focuses in the use activity to structure the description of our design process (Section 4).
COMMON OBJECTIFICATION
In more recent developments, the scope of activity theory has broadened to encompass interaction within a community (Engeström, 1991) . Since our design philosophy is centered on supporting co-located groups, this new development has been of particular interest to us. As pointed out above, a tool connects an individual to other human beings by mediating activity, thereby becoming part of a cultural context. Of particular interest to us are tools that are made or used by groups. Figure 2 . A complete action cycle for goal-directed pragmatic action as suggested by Hacker (1994) . Action is derived from goal setting.
The individual processes of goal setting, planning, and action are transferred intocollective action regulation (Weber, 1997 (Weber, , 1999 . This transfer refers to coordination and allocation processes within a group. Weber introduces the term common objectification to mean materialization of collective action regulation, integrating different schools of activity theory. "The process of common objectification is understood as a process by which all (or several) members of a workgroup mutually transfer their individual knowledge, expertise, and experience into a material form. By doing this, they make their materialized knowledge available to other group members" (Weber, 1999, p. 13) . First applied to industrial work groups, common objectification was also found to be of great importance in design and planning teams because planning tasks require even more mutual exchange of knowledge among experts (Lauche et al., 1999) . The results of a process of common objectification can take the form of reports, design documents, prototypes, drawings, or software. Therefore, it is part of our design philosophy to facilitate the creation of such results among a group of users.
GOAL-DIRECTED AND EXPLORATORY ACTION
General models for goal-based problem solving were first suggested by Newell and Simon (1972) . Drawing from the same sources as activity theory, action theory has focused on goal-directed action at work (Hacker, 1994; Frese and Zapf, 1994; Volpert et al., 1989; Frese and Sabini, 1985) . Hacker (1998) introduced the notion of complete action cycle (Figure 2 ) for goal-directed pragmatic action, consisting of: (1) setting the next (or first) goal in performing a task, (2) planning according to the conditions of execution, including selection of tools and preparation of actions necessary for goal attainment, (3) physical (or even mental) performance, and (4) control according to the set goal via different sources of feedback.
In our work, however, we have realized that both our own design process and the planning task for which we are designing the groupware are not exclusively goal-directed; they also have exploratory elements. Exploratory epistemic actions (Kirsh and Maglio, 1994) are performed to unveil hidden information or to gain insight that would otherwise require a great deal of mental computation. Exploratory epistemic action means that no specific goal is available for initial action. Only after the receipt of feedback, which gives information on the means available, can a goal be generated. Based on this goal, a new planning stage and a new action phase can be initiated. Thereby, an alternative kind of complete action cycle emerges ( Figure 3) .
Our aim will be to design a system which fluently mediates both kinds of actions, goal-directed pragmatic and exploratory epistemic action.
Design philosophy
In this section we present our design philosophy, which is based on coinciding action and perception spaces, in its relation to Augmented Reality (AR). Task analysis and a shifting design focus between physical and virtual tools are described as two further design methods emerging from our philosophy.
AUGMENTED REALITY
Computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) has enabled distant and asynchronous communication between people and has helped build 'bridges' in our global economy. This has brought about many well-advertised advantages, ranging from economic benefit to less status-oriented network communication. However, with many CSCW systems, users hardly interact with their physical environment. They deal only with virtual objects, which is also the case for most single-user applications. Sometimes users are even embedded in a fully virtual world, unable to draw on any attributes of the tangible physical world. Much of the users' mental capacity is employed to adapt to the virtual world, leaving less capacity for actual task solving.
An alternative approach offered by AR is to bring the virtual world of computers into the physical world of everyday human activity. This approach includes aspects of natural communication which serve as mediators for mutual understanding: eyecontact, body language, and physical object handling. It is non-intrusive (Vince et al., 1999) , using no gloves or helmets, and thereby respects body-space (Rauter- Figure 4 . AR means that a physical workspace (left) is augmented, or enriched, by a virtual world (right). Even when users interact with the projected, virtual models, they do not leave the physical context (e.g. sketching) and tools (e.g. pencil).
berg, 1999, personal communication). At the same time users can still draw on the advantages of a virtually enriched world, which is of particular importance to planning tasks. The activity of planning is mainly 'virtual' because it involves reflecting on and modifying objects that will only exist in the future. Virtual models of these objects can be more easily changed than physical models.
3 They can be stored in external computer memory and can be visualized for interaction purposes. Thus both physical and virtual models have their rightful place in a planning process. A specific aim of our project is to study ways to integrate computer-mediated activity into the physical world. This is how we came to work within the tradition of AR, where computer-generated models and physical objects are handled in one workspace.
AR was first described by Wellner et al. (1993) and Mackay et al. (1995) . The goal of AR is to "allow users to continue to use the ordinary, everyday objects they encounter in their daily work and then to enhance or augment them with functionality from the computer" (Mackay et al., 1995) . According to Mackay, AR means that computer information is projected onto drawings so that users can interact with both the projected information and the paper drawing. The first brick-based AR system was described by Fitzmaurice et al. (1995) . A more recent example of how AR can be used to support urban planning is given by Arias et al. (2000) . Their focus is to create "shared understanding among various stakeholders . . . [by] . . . creating objects-to-think-with in collaborative design activities." (Arias et al., 2000) . Figure 4 illustrates some of these principles. Pen-based input has been studied extensively; in this paper we look at bricks as input medium.
ACTION AND PERCEPTION
In his 'Writings on the philosophy of making ' Aicher (1996) criticizes the lack of doing by planners and the overemphasis on the reduction of real-life to inner, rational activity. He advocates a closer connection between action and mental reflection, indicating a need to enable users to bring together action and reflection in human computer interaction. For our design practice this means to "create possibilities for the users to try out the user interface through use, not only through reflection" (Bødker, 1991, p. 148) . Hence, people must be able to employ their everyday motor faculties in their interaction with computers. We set out to create an interface with various input modes and tactile interaction. This demanded a user interface able to interpret a wide range of human expressions. Such interfaces need powerful computer vision methods (Rauterberg et al., 1997b) .
A further important aspect of our design philosophy is the coincidence of action and perception space (Rauterberg, 1995) . When handling physical objects, the space in which we act coincides with the space from which we receive (visual) feedback: we can see what we do. This is not the case for the handling of virtual models with a mouse-keyboard-screen interface, where there is a separation between action and perception spaces. Input and output devices are separated. To overcome this separation, Rauterberg (1995) suggested an alternative approach to interface design, an approach where action space and perception space coincide. Support is given by Hacker and Clauss (1976) , who found that performance increases when task relevant information is offered in the same space where action takes place. This principle not only applies to visual but also to haptic or tactile feedback. Akamatsu and MacKenzie (1996) showed how including tactile feedback might improve computer-involved, task-solving performance.
TASK ANALYSIS AS PART OF THE DESIGN PROCESS
An integral part of our design philosophy is to gain a detailed understanding of the target activity: cooperative planning. For CSCW it is of particular importance to investigate which part of an activity is of a genuine cooperative nature and which part merely employs computers for individual work.
In the tradition of socio-technical systems theory (Emery, 1959) , a task is seen as the link between the human/social system and the computer/technical system. Based on this tradition, it is not sufficient to take end-user expectations and preferences as guidelines for future design. Such a strategy would focus on what is already available and would be of little use for innovative breakthroughs. For instance, end-users would project their understanding of existing CAD functionality onto new interfaces without taking into consideration the whole socio-technical system they are part of. Therefore, instead of taking account of current personal and technical constraints, our analysis focuses on the task. The strategy of our task analysis was to interview planning experts and observe their working processes, then to elicit difficulties with the predominant sociotechnical system of meetings, drawings, and single-user CAD applications. The experts explained their jobs and provided examples of objectifications they used. Also, interaction with colleagues and customers was part of the interview. The results were used to make decisions about future directions in our design.
EXTERIORIZATION AND INTERIORIZATION OF TOOLS
Through our own design practice (Section 4.2) we made the following observations, valid from both a designer and from an end-user point of view. Before users had gained experience with physical tools (first step), user operation of the system was slow. Section 4 offers a few examples, for instance the initial bricks (Figure 8 , right, in center) and the first generation virtual tool for changing model height (Figure 9 ). Once physical tools were available and mastered (second step), they became beneficial to task solving. This was the case for the more recent bricks (Figure 8 , right) and the physical tools for changing model height ( Figure  10 ). Based on our understanding of activity theory, we noticed that the physical tools used in the second step were an exteriorization of the knowledge we gained from our collective design activity (Section 2.2). Based on the experience gained with physical tools, we even saw one case where a second generation virtual tool could replace the physical ones (third step). This was the case for an elaborated virtual tool for changing model height (Figures 11-12 ). In the transition from the second to the third step the knowledge acquired using the physical tool was partly internalized (e.g. by giving our design team a common reference about the use of physical tools, even though not in use), partly implemented in the virtual tool (e.g. by mapping physical buttons onto virtual handles).
We observed that our experience is close to an idea of Kaptelinin (1996, p. 62) , describing a three-step development of tool usage:
1. The initial phase, when performance is the same with and without a tool because the tool is not mastered well enough to provide any benefits, 2. the intermediate stage, when aided performance is superior to unaided performance, and 3. a final stage, when performance is the same with and without the tool but now because the tool-mediated activity is internalized and the external tool (such as a checklist or a visualization of complex data) is no longer needed.
Since the three steps we observed and Kaptelinin's idea have important points in common, we employed his idea as a justification for a repeatedly shifting design focus between virtual and physical tools.
Design example: The BUILD-IT system
BUILD-IT is a planning tool based on state-of-the-art computer vision technology (Rauterberg et al., 1997a (Rauterberg et al., , 1997b (Rauterberg et al., , 1998 Fjeld et al., 1998a Fjeld et al., , 1998b Fjeld et al., , 1998c Fjeld et al., , 1999a Fjeld et al., , 1999b Fjeld et al., , 2000 Fjeld et al., , 2001 Fjeld, 2001 ). This system ( Figure 5 ) enables its users to cooperate in a virtual environment for planning a real-world object, such as a room, a school, a factory, or a piazza. Grouped around a table and employing tangible physical bricks, users can select and manipulate virtual models within the setting which they are planning. This use of physical bricks represent a new way of interacting. Tethered bricks (requiring wires or cables) were investigated in the Active Desk by Fitzmaurice et al., (1995) . Fitzmaurice and Buxton (1997) later Figure 5 . BUILD-IT consists of a rack, mirror, table, chairs, and a screen (top left). In addition to a high-end PC, the rack contains two beamers, a video camera, and a light-source. The system offers two perspectives of the same setting: a horizontal plan view for combined action and perception and a vertical side view (top right). Models projected in the plan view can be rotated and positioned using a brick (bottom left). Bimanual interaction is an essential part of the interaction concept (bottom right).
developed wireless bricks, detected by using a Wacom board. In the more recent use of tangible bricks, their surface is detected from above Ullmer and Ishii, 1997; Rauterberg et al., 1997a, Underkoffler and Ishii, 1998) . It was shown that a brick-based interface is significantly easier to use and more intuitive than a mouse-keyboard-screen (Rauterberg et al., 1996) .
BASIC ASPECTS OF THE BUILD-IT SYSTEM
Based on our discussion of tools (Section 2.1), we have chosen to structure the system description according the focuses in the use activity (Bødker, 1996, pp. 151-152) . In this section (Section 4.1), we present all the basic aspects of the BUILD-IT system and its use. In the following section (Section 4.2) we focus on the design of tools, reflected by the physical aspects and the handling aspects. A detailed investigation of the subject/object-directed aspects belongs to future research. 
Physical aspects of the system
In our system the position and orientation of the brick on the table top is determined by a computer vision system. Reflective material is applied to the top of each brick. The bricks reflect light from a light-source to a camera viewing the surface from above. Image processing software then recognizes the bricks and determines the two-dimensional (2D) position and orientation of each (Bichsel, 1997) . This information is then used to control the groupware and hence update the image projected on the table. 4 For the interaction taking place on the table, our technology respects the principle of coinciding action and perception spaces (Section 3.2). For the image projected on the screen, however, the same principle is not respeted.
Handling aspects of the system
In BUILD-IT the users have two up-to-date views of the setting they are creating and manipulating at all times: the plan view and the side view. The plan view is the bird's eye view from above -which is projected onto the table. The side view is projected onto a screen near the table. In the case of the side view, a virtual camera, which can be located either outside or inside the plan view, allows the users to choose from which position the side view is to be projected. The side view can also be zoomed. In the case of the plan view, the entire projection of the setting can be shifted from side to side, rotated, or zoomed. The plan view also contains a virtual storage space for models not in immediate use. It allows users to create multiple model instances. A model instance brought back to the storage space is deleted from the views. For all handling operations affecting virtual models users draw on basic, everyday manual skills -selecting, placing, rotating, re-positioning, and fixing.
In BUILD-IT mediation between users and the virtual world follows a cyclic order (Figure 6 ). Users select a model by putting the brick at a model's position. The model can be re-positioned, rotated, and fixed by simple brick manipulation. A model can be de-selected by covering the brick. Then, another model is selected or the brick is left idle inside or outside the plan view. Using a material, hand-held brick, everyday manual patterns -like grasping, moving, rotating, and coveringare activated. Since all the steps in the cycle are reversible, the cost of making a Figure 7 . Typical multi-user (left) and single-user (right) situations. Interaction and display take place in the plan view, whereas an additional perspective is offered by the side view. mistake is low. Thus, exploratory epistemic and goal-directed pragmatic actions are equally supported, as described in Section 2.3. However, there is no possibility of undoing, so users must keep information about previous steps in their planning process. (More comments regarding undo appear later in Section 5).
Subject/object-directed aspects of the system
The BUILD-IT system can be used by a single individual, but its full potential is realized as a mediator among members of a work group (Figure 7) . Basic usage of the system is acquired within minutes. Therefore, it may stimulate people possessing different sets of skills and/or different modes of knowledge to work closer together and thereby enhance their (verbal) exchange. Also, since the system forces people to work with shared resources, it has a capacity to reveal potential misunderstandings among them. A collective learning process can be triggered through the unifying workspace. This was actually experienced by our design team itself during system development work.
Although we have designed a co-located, multi-user groupware system, the physical and virtual tools presented in this paper may be important steps towards a multi-site, multi-user system and therefore represent a technological foundation for CSCW. Based on standard software and hardware, the system will allow for a distributed networking CSCW system in the near future. In our projection of such a system initial configuration will be transferred at start-up time, then only brick data will be transferred at real-time. This will allow the use of standard, commercial communication channels.
From CAD to BUILD-IT: A new tool for planning
In most companies CAD systems have replaced drawings and physical models. This change has helped speed up the design process by systematizing recurrent tasks and reducing the monotonous work of small changes. CAD systems are more than simple drawing tools; they offer interfaces to production monitoring and quality control. In CAD systems part prices or other meta-data can be stored with 3D data. However, not all planners are yet acquainted with CAD systems. This results in a division of labor between planners and CAD specialists, complicating the planning process. Another drawback of CAD systems is that they are not well suited for the early stages of a design process nor for person-to-person or group communication. This is partly because they are based on single-user applications (Grudin, 1988) .
Our task analysis involved 16 planning experts from the machinery and processing industries and from the field of architecture. As a result, we distinguished three possible domains of use for the BUILD-IT system: 1. Cooperative planning among a team of experts: For cooperative work and concurrent engineering, the BUILD-IT system offers a multi-user interface. This interface may enhance common understanding of an early planning process by offering professional tools, like advanced model height adjustment and full 3D navigation.
Interactive planning with customers or clients:
In this domain the most important feature is that the customers can easily step into the early planning process and visualize their own ideas. Clients who are not used to planningand thereby not used to 2D views -will be more at home with 3D images. The BUILD-IT system gives these users an easier access to 3D vision. 3. Marketing: For presentation and marketing purposes, tangible bricks may stimulate intuitive, play-like interaction. Potential clients using the system may be more involved than in conventional presentations, where interaction is fully controlled by a salesperson. In all three domains BUILD-IT will not replace CAD systems. Rather, it may serve as a pre-CAD complement in the early stages of design.
5 It might also stimulate the evolution of CAD systems. 
DESIGN PRACTICE OF THE BUILD-IT SYSTEM
The challenges we faced were of three kinds. First, there is a potential perceptual problem for the users. The users employ physical bricks to design and manipulate a virtual setting which is simultaneously projected onto the table on which the bricks are sitting. Thus, the users are living and acting in two realities at once (Section 4.2.1). Designing bricks to link these realities fluently is related to the physical aspects of the system. Second, we encountered the technological problem of changing model height (Section 4.2.2) related to shifting focuses between the physical and the handling aspects of the system. The third problem we faced was a clear mixture of a perceptual problem for the user and a significant technological challenge to us: BUILD-IT uses 2D -or planar -interaction to access a 3D virtual setting (Section 4.2.3). The answer we found -a set of navigation tools -leverages alternative handling aspects of our system. The subject/object-directed aspects of the system (Section 4.1) will not be discussed any further. 
Physical aspects: Brick design
The question related to the physical aspects was how to design an interface where users can move physical bricks and simultaneously immerse themselves in a virtual setting. Due to the use of reflective material for detection of brick position and orientation by the computer vision system, there is flexibility in the design of the brick size and shape. However, the bricks' shapes need to help the user keep his or her fingers or hand off the reflective area. To test different designs, we performed some exploratory brick modeling (Lauche, 1998) , based on different materials, forms, and metaphors 7 (Figure 8 , left). The first feasible brick was the block (Figure 8 , right, in center). The advantages of this shape are that users grasp the brick easily and that image detection is simple. However, due to the height of the brick, the continuity of the projected image is broken. Therefore the brick is not always suited to mediate fluently between users and the virtual world. A short experiment showed that this disruption led to a breakdown of the fluent mediation, presenting us with a problem.
To solve such a problem Kaptelinin (1996, p. 50) suggested: "deal with two interfaces instead of one user interface, with two borders, separating (1) the user from the computer and (2) the user and the computer from the outside world." Kaptelinin draws upon Bateson's (1972) "blind man's stick dilemma": where is the boundary between the individual who uses a tool and the external world? Does it coincide with the individual-tool boundary or with the tool-world boundary? In our case, the tool is the brick mediating between individual and virtual worlds. As an alternative to the original brick (Figure 8 , right, in center), we decided to design a brick so that users perceive interaction with the virtual world, not interaction with the tangible world of the bricks.
Such a brick can be designed by employing a reduction screen (Voorhorst, 1999, personal communication) . Such screens are borders placed in front of a monitor to reduce depth cues. The same idea can be used to construct the brick as an open box with a narrow black frame on the edge (Figure 8, right) . For users, the bottom of the box-like brick is indistinguishable from the table surface, thus minimizing image disruption. This design also reduced the risk of users accidentally covering the reflective area.
Shifting between physical and handling aspects: Changing model height
Up until this point, the system placed all models on a single storey. Task analysis (Section 4.1.4) showed that potential end-users wanted to be able to position models on different stories of a building. To do this we used a three-step design process (Section 3.4) suggested by Kaptelinin (1996) . In a first step of that process, subjects work with a virtual tool moving single models into a virtual series of stories. For this step, user performance was not satisfactory and we looked for alternatives. In a second step we tested physical tools which affected a particular virtual floor. A virtual floor looks like a grid-layer. This grid-layer can be adjusted upward and downward. The models selected move along with the vertical placement of the virtual floor. Physical tools improved performance but their use was too tedious (Fjeld et al., 1999) . In a third step, a second-generation of virtual tools was developed, recombining elements of the first and the second step. Hence, the virtual floor could be handled with a virtual tool; the physical tools were no longer needed. The second step was related to the physical aspects of the system, the first and third steps were related to thehandling aspects of the system. Each step is described below.
Step 1: A virtual prototype for height manipulation: The height slice Height manipulation by means of side view handling was first achieved by copying a narrow vertical slice of the side view, called the height slice, and locating it along one edge of the plan view. The desired view of the height slice is selected and set by the user. Thus, models appear visible in the height slice, can be selected, and can be moved up and down (Figure 9 ). When de-selected, models remain at the selected height. Further details are given in Fjeld et al. (1999b) . Step 2: Physical tools as mediators for model height Based on physical tools (Figure 10 ), we explored three ways to physically handle model height. First, we implemented Digit, a digital controller which acts on a selected model and sets the model height by means of up-down buttons and provides a digital display of the height. Second, we developed Tower, offering the same buttons as the first tool combined with a luminous, quasi-analog scale showing selected height. The up-down buttons and the visual feedback are organized along the height axis, so action and perception are partly coincident. Third, we implemented Slider, a vertical sliding-rule where height is handled and indicated by an up-down handle. With Slider, handling and height cues are both organized along the height axis; thus action and perception are fully coincident (Section 3.2). Further details are given in Fjeld et al. (1999b) .
Step 3: 'Back to the virtual': Floor handling
The resulting solution for selection and manipulation of the models selected among multiple stories is a virtual tool called Floor and is a second generation virtual solution. Floor reuses the height slice from the first solution and is based on the knowledge gained with the second solution. Floor is handled in the height slice, located along one edge of the plan view. The user first selects a number of models in the plan view, forming a group. This group of selected models then moves vertically as a whole when Floor is moved upward or downward in the height slice (Figures 11-12 ). De-selected models remain at the last selected height. Only models at or above Floor are visible. Further details are given in Fjeld et al. (1999b) . 
Handling aspects: Spatial navigation
Our task analysis (Section 4.1.4) showed that experts navigate and inspect virtual environments in a range of activities, such as urban planning and architectural walkthroughs. Depending on a user's acquaintance with virtual environments, navigation can range from exploratory epistemic to goal-directed pragmatic action. It is necessary to assume different points of view, to get an overview, and to look at things in detail in a fluent manner (Brooks, 1986) .
Our answer to this need is offered by combining tangible bricks with 3D view handling of orientation and scale. Brick-based interaction in 2D has already been investigated (Fitzmaurice, 1996; Ullmer and Ishii, 1997) . Also, bimanual camera manipulation and model handling in 3D graphics interfaces have been examined (Balakrishnan and Kurtenback, 1999) using two mice, a keyboard, and a screen. Here, we combine the strengths of these two approaches. The multimedia framework (MET++, Ackermann, 1996) we employ allows for full interaction in a 3D world. However, planar interaction with bricks provides only position and rotation but not height or inclination information. The resulting navigation methods are two alternative ways to bridge the gap between planar interaction and 3D view handling.
We first considered a design strategy based on the physical aspects, as was the case for general brick design (Section 4.2.1). This would have resulted in a physical, camera-like brick affecting the virtual side view camera. Such a solution would have required extending the properties sensed by the computer vision input. Based on our experience with the physical height tools (Section 4.2.2), we decided to explore virtual solutions (Fjeld et al., 1999a) . The decision we took, is also supported by Ware and Rose (1999) , who examined the use of real handles for the rotation of virtual models.
Hence, we investigated a design strategy based on the handling aspects of the system. Our strategy was to handle the virtual world or the virtual viewpoint (Section 2.1). This opened up two alternative design principles and both were investigated. First, in order to handle the virtual world -updating the view directly -we implemented the Continuous Update method. Second, in order to handle the virtual viewpoint -updating the view after viewpoint handling -we implemented the Select and Reframe method, where a frame represents the border of the plan view or the side view. The aim of our future research is to test which of these design principles is best suited for fluent navigation.
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Each navigation method consists of two tools, one for the plan and one for the side view control (Table I ). The tools can be activated in the virtual storage space (Figure 13 ). By employing one brick -unimanual handling -shift and rotation of the controlled view can be set. By employing two bricks -bimanual handling -shift, rotation, and zoom of the controlled view can be set.
9 Bimanual handling will be illustrated here. The two methods can be combined, but only one tool per view can be activated and used at a time.
Handling the virtual world: Continuous Update
Handling of the virtual world is implemented in the Continuous Update method and consists of two tools: GroundCatcher for the plan view and Camera for the side view. These tools work in a similar way. As soon as the GroundCatcher ( Figure  14) is selected from the menu and placed, it locks to the setting. All subsequent handling affects the plan view. To quit the tool, the bricks are covered and removed. By selecting the Camera (Figure 15 ) from the menu, the part of the setting shown in the side view can be set. A zoom handle is selected with a second (here: right hand) brick. By moving the zoom handle and the camera further apart, the side view can be enlarged; by moving them closer, the side view can be focused. Covering and removing the second brick freezes the zoom. The Camera remains visible and accessible in the view. Further details are given in Fjeld et al. (2000) .
Handling the virtual viewpoint: Select and Reframe
Handling of the virtual viewpoint is implemented in the Select and Reframe method and consists of two tools: FrameCatcher for the plan view and ViewFrame for the side view. Both tools employ a rectangular frame representing the border of the view. When the FrameCatcher (Figure 16 ) is selected from the menu, the setting automatically is zoomed out to show a wider context. As soon as the FrameCatcher is placed within the frame, it locks to the frame. All subsequent handling affects the frame and the desired part of the setting can be selected. Covering and removing the brick triggers a reframe of the view, responding to user selection. When the ViewFrame (Figure 17) is selected from the menu, the side view is automatically zoomed out to show a wider context. The desired part of the setting can be selected. A zoom handle is selected with the second brick, thus resizing the window. Covering and removing the second (here: right hand) brick freezes the zoom. Covering and removing the first brick triggers a reframe of the side view, responding to user selection. The ViewFrame remains visible and accessible in the view. Further details are given in Fjeld et al. (2000) .
Conclusion
The aim of this paper is to explain and illustrate our design philosophy for developing graspable groupware; we have focused on describing our experience with tool design for planning and configuration tasks. The aim of our work was to enable the exteriorization of end-users' planning processes. We achieved this goal by designing a graspable interface. With this interface several users can communicate and interact in a coincident action perception space and thereby reach common objectification. Our planning tool not only supports goal-directed but also exploratory action. We took an AR approach where virtual models are manipulated through physical bricks. In this paper we present examples from our design Table II . Set of design guidelines 1. Use physical interaction handles as exteriorizations 2. Assure coinciding action and perception spaces (Rauterberg, 1995) 3. Support body motions and simple everyday skills (Campbell, 1988) 4. Respect body-space (Rauterberg, 1999, personal communication) , using less intrusive devices (Vince et al., 1999 ) 5. Support a clear binding between physical handles and virtual models 6. Draw on bimanual coordination skills 7. Foster exploratory epistemic action by assuring low risk in trying out 8. Support fluent navigation methods to explore 3D virtual worlds 9. Support tactile or haptic feedback (Mackenzie, 1994) 10. Give visual feedback consistent with user expectations practice for the physical and the handling aspects (Bødker, 1996) of our system. Related to physical aspects, we show how we designed brick. Related to shifting focuses between the physical and the handling aspects, we show how we developed solutions for height adjustment. Related to the handling aspects, we show how we developed a set of tools for spatial navigation.
From the experience we gained in using activity theory for the design of graspable groupware we distilled a set of ten design guidelines. These guidelines are presented in Table II and each guideline is discussed. Lastly, we reflect on our design practice and point out shortcomings and challenges for future work.
1. The physical handles we use are simple, non-specialized bricks. This means that the bricks do not represent particular objects like chairs, sofas, etc. For future research we want to study the use of specialized bricks. The interest in such solutions has been shown by recent experiments of handling virtual models with real handles (Ware and Rose, 1999) . 2. First, the principle of coinciding action and perception spaces is fully implemented for the plan view; it is not implemented for the side view. Second, one of the physical tools developed for height manipulation (Slider) offers a high degree of coincidence between action space and perception space but its use is too tedious (Fjeld et al., 1999b) . 3. A single brick is handled by various operations, like selecting, placing, rotating, re-positioning, and covering. 4. Our system does not rely on any intrusive devices. The only quasi-intrusive aspect of the system is that users reaching across the table interfere with the light beams and thereby cast shadows. 5. The binding between bricks and virtual models was kept uniform. However, alternative kinds of binding -called locking mechanisms 4 -have been implemented and will be investigated in future research.
6. By offering bimanual interaction, coordination skills from everyday handling are employed, for instance aligning and grouping. Bimanual interaction has been studied extensively by Guiard (1987) and Fitzmaurice and Buxton (1997) and guidelines may be drawn from their results. 7. Since the system is based on natural, everyday modes of communication and interaction (Section 3.1), the end-users were observed to carry out exploratory epistemic action without inhibition. Users are inherently used to a natural style of interaction and thereby perceive low levels of risk in trying out their ideas with the system. To lower the level of that risk even further, we still plan to implement an 'undo' functionality. Based on a continuous protocol, users will be able to go back one or several steps in their planning process. 8. The alternative navigation methods (Section 4.3.3) enable users to explore the 3D virtual world. It remains to discover which design principle offers higher performance. The fluent operation of navigation methods partly relies on implementation and partly on computer graphics performance. The current combination of these factors (Fjeld et al., 2000) already allows for satisfactory navigation. To explore the full space of design options, we evaluated and compared four alternative combinations of nagivation tools in terms of performance, bimanual use, exploratory use, and satisfaction ).
For the plan view, we found a significant difference in performance. For both views, we found significant differences in user satisfaction. 9. Tactile feedback is assured by tangible bricks. Placing a higher priority on physical handles (Ware and Rose, 1999 ) is a way to offer more tactile feedback. For the future Fitzmaurice's (1996) concept of forced feedback by propelled bricks could be of interest to us. 10. Visual feedback relies heavily on computer graphics performance and at present results in a delay in updating the image. With rapidly increasing performance standards of graphic cards and processors, we expect our system to give users an even more authentic feeling in the near future. Our experience in applying activity theory has been generally positive. The theory has brought structure to our thoughts and to our design practice; the vocabulary of activity theory has proved to be useful for our discussions. However, activity theory still remains difficult to access for practitioners in the fields of design and computer science. In fact, the BUILD-IT project was also nourished by thoughts stemming from 'The ecological approach to visual perception' by Gibson (1986) . It is currently beyond the scope of our research to introduce Gibson and to systematically compare the tradition of activity theory with Gibson's approach.
In terms of the limitations of activity theory put forward by Kaptelinin (1996) and discussed in Section 2.1, our work may also stimulate theoretical development. We believe that even a virtual model of an object may serve as objectification of mental activity if it can be handled (Bødker, 1991) . Which kind of virtuality is still perceived as exteriorization rather than disconnected outer world -or "just one more environment" (Kaptelinin, 1996, p. 64) -is an empirical ques-tion. We suspect that the degree of exteriorization depends on users' acquaintance with virtual tools. For the less acquainted, only the paper printout counts as an objectification, whereas for the more acquainted the virtual version -the fileis perceived as an objectification of their inner activity. Whatever the empirical outcome might be, we also look forward to more theoretical discussions on what constitutes objectification.
Notes
1. BUILD-IT can also be used by a single person, but that usage is not the focus of this paper or the work of our group -where social aspects are being discussed and social uses developed. 2. The worker on the left straightens out a copper sheet on a marble table and controls its quality.
The worker on the right (Figure 1 , left) heats a steel bar at the smithy and opens a fresh-air supply. Among their tools is a beam compass, a right angle jacket, a copper fitting mold, and a copper thread dispenser (Figure 1 , right, top to bottom). 3. Compared with physical, model-based layout systems, BUILD-IT offers cheaper, quicker, and more exact model representation in a virtual environment. Based on a 3D multimedia framework (MET++, Ackermann, 1996) , the system can read and display geometrical forms. 4. At the moment of selecting a virtual model with a physical brick a planar relation -in terms of position and rotation -is established between the physical and the virtual worlds. We call this a locking mechanism. A locking mechanism determines how a physical brick and a virtual model stay connected from the moment of selection until the moment of de-selection. For circular and rectangular brick forms (Section 4.2.1) appropriate locking mechanisms must be defined. A particular kind of locking mechanism is based on one particular kind of alignment procedure. In the future we will report on our usability tests of various combinations of brick forms and locking mechanisms. 5. Employing Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML), individual models are transferred from a CAD system to BUILD-IT (Fjeld et al., 1998b) . After a planning session, the positioned models can be returned to the CAD system. 6. Drisis (1996) predicted that new forms of interaction, for instance graspable user interfaces, could challenge the programming paradigms of CAD design. 7. Some of the tools described in this paper were related to, or based on, metaphors, such as tower, sliding-rule, floor, and frame. It may be of interest to know more about the consequences of using metaphors (Alty, 1998) , not only for end-user activity, but also for the process of constructing our system. 8. Usability testing of the alternative navigation methods should call for handling of the plan view and of the side view. Due to direct feedback and a lower number of operations, we expect Continuous Update to deliver higher performance than Select and Reframe. 9. We notice that bimanual interaction underpins exploratory epistemic latitude, by enabling zoom.
The manner in which zoom is handled, through two-handed operations, raises the topic of asymmetry (Guiard, 1987) . Combinations of the factors (shift, rotation, and zoom) and their relation to one-handed and two-handed interaction will be explored in future research. Help may be found in the concept of time-multiplexed and space-multiplexed input schemes (Fitzmaurice and Buxton, 1997) .
